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The New American Gestapo

Goring yields control of the Gestapo to Himmler in April 1933

by
Preston James
THE STAGED 911 FALSE FLAG TERROR ATTACK PROVIDED THE NEEDED
SUPPORT TO CREATE THE LARGEST, MOSTEXPENSIVE INTERNAL POLICE
STATE MECHANISM IN HISTORY

Even though long planned before 911, the Secret Shadow Government (SSG) and its
main agent the US Administration did not have the necessary votes in Congress and
much needed political clout or support of the American people to form Homeland
Security, which many are now starting to view as the New American Gestapo.
THE HOODWINKING OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE OVER 911 WAS MASSIVE
Thanks to the crafty staging of 911 by the USAF and Neocons with help from
their closest so-called ally and “little friend” in the Mideast, the USG was able to
completely hoodwink almost all of the American people for a long enough time to get
the Patriot Act passed. The massive survival fear actuated in the populace by the 911
inside-job also resulterd in support for more illegal, unConstitutional Mideast wars and
passage of new draconian police state laws which have now allowed the creation of
homeland Security and other massive internal surveillance mechanisms of a national
security state. All these efforts to enact these unConstitutional police state measures
have been claimed to be justified because America was placed in a state of National
Emergency in 1933 by FDR which has been maintained by every other US President
since.
This Gladio style staged false-flag, inside job attack on 9-11-01 provided the con job
necessary to dupe Congress and the American People into supporting an illegal,
unConstitutional, unprovoked, undeclared wars against Iraq and Afghanistan.
HOMELAND SECURITY WAS NOT SET UP TO PROTECT CONTINENTAL
AMERICA FROM TERRORISTS AS CLAIMED AT THE TIME, BUT WAS ACTUALLY
DEPLOYED TO OPPRESS AND TYRANNIZE AMERICA LIKE THE STASI
TERRORIZED EAST GERMANY
The idea that America needed a mega internal security agency like Homeland Security
was the wet dream of the Secret Shadow Government (SSG) and the alphabets
agencies like the Federal Blackmail Institute. J. Edgar Hoover would be very proud of
Homeland Security, the New American Gestapo and the folks put in charge of it who
share his notable mindset that was responsible for blackmailing and controlling much of
America on behalf of the City of London Banksters for almost half a century.
Here is a very informative description of the German Gestapo which has formed the
basis for the New Homeland Security in America. This is an excerpt form the
Encyclopedia of Espionage, intelligence and Security 2004 by Adriene Wilouth Lerner:
“At the outbreak of the Second World War in 1939, there were approximately 40,000
Gestapo agents in Germany. As the war progressed and the Nazis gained territory
throughout Europe, the Gestapo swelled to employ over 150,000 informants, agents,
and accessory personnel. Gestapo agents were charged with rooting out foreign agents
and resistance fighters, but they also expanded their role as an internal police force.
Gestapo agents and informants concentrated on finding suspected political dissidents of
the Third Reich. Spying on citizens became pervasive, and the Gestapo encouraged
people to turn in “suspect persons” to local authorities. While victims of the Gestapo
were subject to both civil and criminal prosecution, the secret police themselves
operated above the law. On February 10, 1936, the Nazi government officially decreed
that the organization was not subject to judicial review. There were no legal restraints
on detention of suspects, evidence collection, or police violence. This lack of legal
restraint, paired with the Gestapo’s tendency to attract and employ Nazi extremists and
former criminals.”
So it is essential to the secret designated goals and functions of Homeland Security that
a huge cadre of informants be solicited and incorporated and be subject to NO legal
restraints or oversight whatsoever (which is now the case). Thus we have Infraguard,
the merger of Corporate Security with Homeland Security with the alleged assignment
of “shoot to kill powers” and much, much more arising from this new national security
internal police state mechanism. More on how the SSG is using Homeland Security to

create a “snitch society” later in this article.
THE FORMATION OF THE SECRET SHADOW (SSG) GOVT WAS ESSENTIALLY
ANOTHER SILENT COUP LIKE THE BRITISH BANKSTERS COVERT
HIGHJACKING OF THE AMERICAN MONETARY PRODUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM IN 1913
After WW2 and the Roswell flap, the SSG was essentially created by the National
Security Acts of 1947 and 1952 as a response to “UFOs” and lack of a hot war needed
to produce massive new war product markets like those that emerged during WW2.
Basically the SSG was formed as a cartel of defense contractors organized to manage
the creation of conflicts and wars needed to create massive new defense markets. This
cartel was protected by a cloak of secrecy under so-called “national security”, and
began to operate like an extension of ”United Fruit” on steroids.
Later on after the passage of the National Security Act in 1947 the CIA was created. It
came to be called “the Company” by insiders and this name was based on what intel
folks classically referred to United Fruit as in South America since it functioned as
American Intel in South America and was a privatized corporation at the same time.
Some have said that United Fruit was thus the first big American Intel ”proprietary”, a
slick way to operate American Intel deniably in corporate dress, hidden in plain sight?
But who was American Intel truly representing, the American people or the new SSG
which was really an extension of the British Banksters out of the City of London
Financial District?
THE 9-11-01 INSIDE JOB FALSE-FLAG ATTACK PROVIDED THE JUSTIFICATION,
ALBEIT FRAUDULANT, FOR THE CREATION OF ORWELLIAN POLICE STATE
STRUCTURES INSIDE AMERICA THAT WERE NEVER BEFORE THOUGH
POSSIBLE OR NECESSARY
Like the so-called Patriot Act (Orwellian doublespeak at its worst) and the Military
Commissions Act and now NDAA 2013, the staged attacks on 9-11-01 by the SSG
through their cutouts (a cabal in the JCS, USAF, Neocons, Mossad, and American
Sayanim) provided the necessary political pressure with the American public and
Congress to fully initiate a “War on Terror” in the Mideast and also simultaneously at
home.
And who is the master controller stateside for all this new police state legislation? It is
the Secret Shadow Government (SSG) which is the America Agent, the main action arm
of the Banksters in the City of London Financial District. The SSG had developed long
term plans specifying the take-down and destruction of America the Republic and the
use of false flag staged terror has been their main modus operandi selected to attain
their goals. Homeland Security was to be their main vehicle for establishing complete
police state tyranny inside America against its citizens.
Thus we see the advent of Northcom set up to make war on the American public as the
USG allegedly expects its use inside America to become necessary due to
the continuing downward economic slide. And we see the reactivation of Rex84 and
Garden Plot type secret COG type programs, and a major gearing up inside the
alphabets under the direction of this newly formed Homeland Security to wage war
against the American people who are expected to rebel and actually may be provoked
to do so in order to advance the SSG’s NWO Globalist agenda.
MARKUS WOLFE, FORMER HEAD OF THE EAST GERMAN STASI WAS THE
FATHER OF HOMELAND SECURITY (THE NEW AMERICAN GESTAPO)

Markus Wolfe (November 1989)

Since Homeland security was set up to become a huge internal surveillance police state
mechanism and a “terror operation” like the East German Stasi, can we expect the
same result? Like with the Gestapo or Stasi we can expect Homeland Security to use it
unbridled force and massive resources to terrorize law abiding average American
Citizens into compliance while the USG continues to strip them of all their accrued
assets including retirements and real estate and progressively and continually takes
away their Constitutionally guaranteed God Given Rights one at a time. To what end
one wonders?

Apparently the overall plan of these super-elite RICO criminal sociopaths is to eliminate
the middle class, reduce everyone (except themselves, that is, these super-elite
“rulers”) to debt-slaves, and then deploy a massive scientific eugenics population
control program based on ”soft-kill” to reduce the US population by approximately 80%.
These folks operate by rules of play and feel obligated to put their plans in white papers
and even stone. Check out the Georgia Guidestones if you want more information
about these plans.
Here is a brief description of what the Stasi was like and what Homeland Security may
become.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=mrMAvy_Aoak#t=335smr
MAvy_Aoak#t=335s
YouTube - Veterans Today ruG0W6FSfTI&feature=player_detailpage
YouTube - Veterans Today http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruG0W6FSfTI&feature=player_detailpage#t=36s
nLj49aZeTtY&feature=player_detailpage
YouTube - Veterans Today http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLj49aZeTtY&feature=player_detailpage
These Banksters from the City of London Financial District have an American cutout,
best described as the Secret Shadow Government (SSG) which fully controls the USG,
Congress, the Judiciary, and the Military, including Northcom and the new Homeland
Security, its crown jewel. Yes, the SSG has set up a huge internal Nazi/Stasi style
internal police mechanism they call Homeland Security (again Orwellian doublespeak).
Markus Wolfe, former head of the much feared East German Stasi, the most intrusive
spy agency ever assembled, was hired as a consultant to set up Homeland Security two
years before his mysterious death once “they” were done using him. If you loved the
“middle of the night” work of the Gestapo and the later also much feared Stasi, you will
absolutely love the middle of the night work of Homeland Security. Remember their
swat teams don’t wear white uniforms and their Nazi SS style helmets are purely
coincidental.
And this operational agenda of the SSG/USG/Homeland Security does not appear to
allow for the continuation of any American Middle Class, but rather a society of dumbeddown, drugged up, TV controlled, debt-slaves thanks to their daily intake of fluoride and
heavy metals in the public drinking water and in many processed foods, mercury in
vaccines and significant amounts of endocrine disruptor plastic contaminants consumed
by most. These endocrine disruptor compounds have been linked to gender bending in
amphibians and mammals. Back in the 1960′s and 1970′s there rumors inside American
Intel that various MK-ultra sub programs were experimenting with the use of such
compounds for secret gender bending experiments of the American populace, referred
to as the “gay bomb”, allegedly designed to serve as a biological weapons, and
allegedly a precursor to the development of HIV as a bio weapons to be deployed in the
first sets of hepatitis vaccines which were rumored to be administered in NYC, Miami
and San Francisco at no charge to certain groups as part of a medical research project.
Some have said this was called “operation Naomi” and recovered funding documents
have been published on the Internet by some astute researchers.
IN SPITE OF THE DEPLOYMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY, THE NEW
AMERICAN GESTAPO, THERE IS SOME VERY GOOD NEWS IN THE LAND OF
AMERICA–THE BIG LIES OF THE USG ARE NOW BEING EXPOSED ACCROSS A
WIDE SPECTRUM OF AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE FIRST TIME IN RECENT
HISTORY AND THE AMERICAN SPIRIT IS RE-SURGING LIKE IT DID DURING THE
AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY WAR OF 1776
Now for the good news, the rainbow in the clouds and the coming break in the current

menacing storm. Many Americans are waking up and learning the “BIG LIE” of 911,
which is leading them to understand many the other “BIG LIES” such as the USG
Assassinations of JFK, MLK and RFK as well as the staged false flag terror attacks of
Murrah and Waco and the USG alphabet assassinations of Randy Weaver’s wife and
son at Ruby Ridge by HRT men who claimed and bragged they were “honed to kill” and
set up “camp Vicki” the night they successfully murdered Vicki Weaver.
And of course at Waco several alphabets were photographed holding skulls of the child
victims as trophies. These murderers never guessed or expected average Americans
to learn of this abject tyranny and crimes against humanity, but that is now what is
happening and the truth is breaking out and coming forth like gangbusters.
Once the main string of 911 is pulled, the whole carpet of USG BIG LIES starts to
unravel. And the SSG knows if this continues their whole system of BIG LIES will
collapse eventually like a house of cards. And that is now what is starting to happen.
So they know their time is probably short and they have become desperate like a
cornered animal.
Never before has so much “hidden truth” been revealed to the American populace and
citizens. And many have just about had it with this wave of “CREEPING TYRANNY”
now evident across most of American Society. It’s in the schools with all the police “live
shooter” exercises and simulations which have in some cases seriously traumatized
young children who were not informed ahead of time. And police have become
increasing violent against harmless victims such as the handicapped, retarded, elderly,
pregnant women and young children. The recent acts of such criminal excessive force
have been shocking, but are now explainable if you considers the alleged mindkontrol
aspects of the new shoulder held high tech police radio systems as described in this VT
article: http://www.veteranstoday.com/2013/02/17/robocops/
These are the types of folks typically manning Homeland Security now, and clearly
share the same existing ideology supporting excessive force and brutality. Doubt this?,
then consider some of the recent actions of Homeland Security.
All these USG BIG LIES are being exposed every day thanks to the Internet, alternative
news and word of mouth, and more and more America people are learning the terrible
truth that their beloved country and their military has been hijacked by offshore
Banksters run out of the City of London Financial District (a separate country with its
own ambassadors, police and treaties like the Vatican).
HOMELAND SECURITY IS NOW SERIOUSLY PROVOKING THE AVERAGE
AMERICAN—IS THIS INTENTIONAL OR HAVE THEY BEEN MINDKONTROLLED
BY ADVANCED BEYOND BLACK PSYCHOTRONICS ?
It has been alleged by reputable scientists, including Dr. Barry Trower, the world top
expert on pulsed beam microwave and the weaponization of such, that police can be
mindkontrolled by their shoulder mounted radios and others too can be mindkontrolled
by pulsed beam microwaves and sophisticated high tech wave forms. Could it be that
most politicians and officials inside the beltway are being hit with some of these very
advanced psychotronics to shape their thinking? I think this is more probable than
improbable. Ex Minnesota Governor Jesse Ventura produced a a segment of
his Conspiracy Theory TV show on this very subject of high tech psychotronic
mindkontrol. For those who wan to know more about this subject, this program is now
available:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18PtOXrzDVE&feature=player_detailpage#t=726s
CURRENT PROVOCATIONS OF HOMELAND SECURITY ON THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE
Here are typical examples of what the folks who run Homeland Security are doing with
American Taxpayer money:
Homeland Security has signed purchase agreements for almost two billion rounds of

.223, .308 and .40 Caliber ammo. the .40 Caliber ammo is hollow point almost exactly
the same as the old Black Talons which law enforcement did not want the public to
have. these .40 caliber hollow point rounds cannot be used in war because they are
prohibited by the Hague Convention of 1899. Only jacketed, non-frangible rounds can
be used. Conclusion, these rounds (about 5 for every man, woman and child inside
America) apparently are to be used to murder American citizens in a staged civil war
which the SSG plans to provoke.
J. EDGAR HOOVER WOULD BE PROUD OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND THOSE
WHO RUN IT
Wasn’t J. Edgar Hoover alleged by respected researchers and authors to have been a
very disturbed sexually confused pervert who was blackmailed by the Mob and
Angelton of the CIA to avoid investigating their crimes? Wasn’t J. Edgar a notorious
blackmailer who used his rumor mill of collected, unvetted field reports to coerce and
frighten many politicians and presidents, and to even destroy those who wouldn’t
comply. Didn’t J. Edgar run a private murder operation called the squad (as reported by
former mafia button man Michael Milan in his book, “The Squad”). Is that why his
agency has been referred to by respected authors and researchers as the “Federal
Blackmail Institute”. Why did Senator Charles Grassley want to have Hoovers name
removed from the building in DC after many related crimes were uncovered by him, and
why did this never happen?
If you want more information of the way that the Federal Blackmail Institute stages
phony Terror to appease supporters in Congress and to fool the American people, you
may want to read the excellent article by Gordon Duff.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2013/02/19/fbi-terrorism-and-the-false-flag-war/
WHAT ABOUT THE MAJOR CRIME OF OPERATION FAST & FURIOUS–NO-ONE
HAS BEEN ARRESTED OR INDICTED, WHY?
Of course these Congressional gun-grabbers and their compatriots neglect to discuss
“Operation fast & Furious” and how American Law Enforcement have been murdered
along with thousands of Mexican citizens because of this BATF criminal enterprise. This
is major hypocrisy of unbridled proportion.
It is well known by experienced, honest former US Customs, DEA and CIA officers that
the CIA has been funding and arming the drug cartels and playing off one against the
other to keep them in line using some large Wall Street Banks for laundering the
massive drug money.
These gun-grabbers never discuss how confiscated weapons from some major police
departments are “whole-saled out” on the American streets with the police looking the
other way by agreement when these weapons are resold to criminals and gang-bangers
by renegade intel. They don’t want to talk about past incidents during Iran Contra which
were uncovered and written about in Spy Magazine by journalist John Connolly where
Indian reservations like Cabazon were used to produce illegal, unregistered automatic
weapons which were financed and sold by American Intel to drug cartels, many of them
ending up inside America and other Latin American countries in the hands of criminal
drug gangs.
LAW ABIDING GUN-OWNER CITIZENS NOW APPEAR TO BE THE TARGET OF
THE SSG AND HOMELAND SECURITY
It is simply astounding that the USG and political gun-grabbers would dare to harass
law abiding gun-owners by attempting to to make new unConstitutional laws to make
them statutory criminals, when the USG and its alphabets and Homeland Security are
the WORLD’S BIGGEST TERRORISTS. They did Murrah, Waco, botH attacks on the
Twin Towers including the attack of 9-11-01, and instituted the highly illegal and
treasonous, seditions “operation Fast & Furious” which was only disclosed to the
American public by a couple of America Super-heros inside the BATF which were

seriously harassed for it. And yet Eric Holder, USAG walks free un-indicted for criminal
negligence, accessory after the fact, misprision of a felony, etc., etc., and obvious
criminal RICO along with all the other top BATF involved as well as those in Congress
who approved this disgusting illegal operation which contributed to hundreds of
murders. This is the biggest American GUN CRIME in history and the PERPS WALK
FREE, un-indicted and unpunished. Kind of reminds one of the perp who shot Ron
Brown through the top of the skull with a .45 after his plane “was crashed” by changing
the approach signals on the ground. And these criminals have the gall to try and make
statutory criminals out of ordinary law abiding gun owners who have never been part of
any of these USG staged mass shootings using mindkontrolled patsies.
It is blatantly obvious that law abiding citizens who have semi-auto rifles with removable
large capacity magazines have never been related to any mass shootings. All these
mass shooting are staged and done under the authority of American intel, with some
subcontracted to foreign mercenary groups or foreign intel groups who specialize in
this. They are all MK-ultra subprogram type mindkontrolled, covert, deep cover,
staged black ops style mass shootings, done as false flags to set a pretext for
increasing the power of the new internal police state system with Homeland Security at
its nexus.
HOMELAND SECURITY HAS GONE EVEN LOWER–LOOK AT THIS
PROVOCATION AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
Homeland Security has just placed a two million dollar order to a contractor to print up
“unconventional” targets training targets depicting atypical, domestic terrorists, like the
ordinary folks next door. The purpose of this is to desensitize Homeland Security swat
teams, and black ops from executing old folks, women and children which is always
necessary to run a tyrannical regime. this was the stock and trade of the Bolshevik
Revolution and “Red Terror”, Nazi German Gestapo terror machine, the East German
Stasi, the Russian KGB, and the Maoist revolution and Red Guard tyranny.
Here are the advertisements for these atypical targets, entitled “No More
Hesitation”. This of course implies that it is okay to preemptively shoot anyone with a
gun even if they are protecting themselves or their families according to their God given
right to normal self-defense and the Second Amendment.

http://www.infowars.com/company-behind-shooting-targets-of-children-received-2-millio
n-from-dhs/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=z0rUNVsgxgU#t=0s
z0rUNVsgxgU#t=0s
YouTube - Veterans Today Another referance of this use of atypical human
targets:
http://reason.com/blog/2013/02/19/is-your-local-police-department-using-pi
ADDITIONAL PROVOCATIONS BY HOMELAND SECURITY—HS NOW WANTS TO
TRANSFORM AMERICA INTO A “SNITCH SOCIETY” OF PARANOID,
NOSY INFORMANTS FOR HOMELAND SECURITY AND THE
POLICE—NEIGHBORS INFORMING ON THEIR NEIGHBORS FOR NOTHING AND
CHILDREN INFORMING ON THEIR PARENTS FOR NOTHING—ALL PART OF
DESTROYING ANY BASIC HUMAN TRUST AND SENSE OF FAMILY OR
COMMUNITY IN AMERICA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=Czoww2l1xdw#t=8s
Czoww2l1xdw
YouTube - Veterans Today Watch this next video carefully and make note of the labelling and stereotypes used to
promote paranoid snitch behavior. If you want to route out and stop TERRORISM
watch USG officials and their agent closely, very, very closely since they are the world’s
biggest terrorists. These description apply to what they do with their false flag attacks.
However as any experienced intel op knows, intel always set up complete perimeter
control preventing any close witnesses, so they will always skate free.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jAV1dbGPB4&feature=player_detailpage#t=41s
6jAV1dbGPB4&feature=player_detailpage#t=41s
YouTube - Veterans Today HOMELAND SECURITY NEEDS TO DISARM THE AMERICA PEOPLE IN ORDER
TO COMPLETE THEIR AGENDA—ARE THEY BEING CONNED BY THE SSG TO
PROVOKE A NEW AMERICAN CIVIL WAR ON BEHALF OF THE BRITISH
BANKSTERS WHO PROBABLY STILL WANT TO FIGHT THE REVOLUTION OVER
AGAIN AND THIS TIME WIN IT ?
They tried in 1812 and failed after burning down the White House and raising havoc.
But they lost. Only in 1913 were they able to defeat America covertly with their crafty
seizure of America’s monetary production and distribution system. But so far they have
stayed in the shadows always plotting their big move to finally defeat and destroy
America once and for all as part of their Fabian NWO Globalist plans which require the
complete asset stripping and destruction of America. They know that as long as the
average American is armed this is a difficult prospect.
Perhaps the SSG has been conned by a Third Force into believing that they must use
Homeland Security and Northcom to provoke a new American Civil War in order to takedown America within their designated time table? And perhaps this Third Force knows
that this civil war when provoked will create enough chaos and destruction to engender
a whole new America from the ashes.
HOMELAND SECURITY HAS ITS OWN CURRENT DIRTY LAUNDRY—THE BIG
LAWSUIT THAT MOST HAVE NEVER HEARD OF

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/national/homeland_homegirls_Se5i5dCvDQc84C
E9rSpvBM

http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/homeland-security-agent-biascomplaints-article-1.1135715
It has been rumored that some top male officials at Homeland Security were punished
by making them move their offices into the men’s lavatory. And there are a number of

additional rumors of compromise at the top folks can find out about if they do a bit of
research.
WHY HAS THE AMERICAN PUBLIC BEEN SO RESISTANT TO SEEING THE “BIG
LIES” OFF THE USG ?
The Powers That Be (PTB), the Banksters from the City of London Financial District that
hijacked America in 1913 through the crafty seizure of the American monetary
production and distribution system, established a 100 year plan to demo the American
Family which was considered necessary in order to institute their long term plan for a
Fabian NWO socialist system based on Orwellian style tyranny, removal of the middle
class, and a land of debt-slaves run by a small number of upper class super-elites. They
had a long term plan to retake America, asset strip it and then turn it back into a
Colonial style nation of debt-slaves and serfs with no middle class.
To do this, various strategies were deployed to destroy the America Family System, and
a fair number of these were initially instituted as societal improvements, that is, good
things carried to destructive extremes, such as women suffrage secretly desired by the
PTB to get women out of their homes, away from their children so they could pay taxes,
and spend money. This would allow the State to educate their children according to
Fabian values which could be covertly and subtly embedded, while carefully and
systematically removing references to the American Founding Fathers, the Declaration
of Independence, The US Constitution and Bill of Rights, and while continually and
progressively substituting globalist value sets. Over time, much of the classical the
male role was diminished and stripped of its power through Feminism which was paid
for by the fortunes invested in non-profit foundations of the oil magnate John D.
Rockefellor’s and the like, now protected by tax loopholes.
Thus the roles of Mommy and Daddy were degraded and morphed into the background
with the public education system acting as the action arm of the state, able to usurp the
powers over the children normally held by the parents. All designed to build good NWO
globalist citizens of the future who had drank the mass media dispensed USG
propaganda kool aid and who were expected to continue doing so throughout their
whole lives.
The classical roles and authority of Mommy and daddy were destroyed and a NEW
FAMILY was very craftily created. The New DADDY was to be the USG. The NEW
MOMMY was to be the controlled major mass media, the official propaganda
dispensers for the USG, which has become basically an habitual lie machine. The
public schools have become the new CHURCH where existential values are inculcated
and deposited inside the children’s minds, perhaps the best mindkontrol system ever
devised and only matched by TV’s kids shows, cartoon and computer games.
So now this NEW FAMILY of the USG, the Major Mas Media, and the Public Schools is
the basic organ of the system of mindkontrol designed by the SSG and is fully
operational to keep Americans psychologically and emotionally conditioned to stay
asleep to true American History and continue believing the BIG LIES which include the
basic assumption that their substitute DADDY the USG would never lie to them or hurt
them and is concerned with their best interest like any normal Daddy would be. And the
same for their substitute MOMMY and substitute CHURCH. So many folks have
bought the BASIC BIG LIE that their substitute Daddy, the USG, and their substitute
Mommy, the major Mass Media, and their substitute Church, the Public School System
WOULD NEVER LIE TO THEM and would provide for all their basic needs through their
whole lives. And anyone who tries to tell them the opposite is quickly regarded as
someone that just hates and is trying to disparage and destroy their NEW FAMILY
SYSTEM, which form their new triune, but false godhead. So in a sense the BIG LIES
of the USG are really embedded like religious beliefs, sort of a new church for the
NWO. Very effective as a form of Orwellian mindkontrol utilizing the double-think.

IN SPITE OF THIS NEW SUBSTITUTE FAMILY THAT HAS EMBEDDED THE BIG
LIES INTO MOST FOLKS HEADS, MANY AMERICANS ARE NOW WAKING UP,
DUE TO MASSIVE EXPOSURE OF THESE BIG LIES IN THE ALTERNATIVE NEWS
NOW READILY AVAILABLE TO ALL ON THE INTERNET, AND THE STRENGTH OF
THE IMMUTABLE AMERICAN SPIRIT AND ITS MASSIVE RESURGANCE
It ain’t over ’till the fat lady sings as the saying goes. And the American Spirit is coming
on like a runaway freight train. So here is a warning to all would be tyrants highly
embedded inside the USG or who have hijacked the the USG, American Intel and the
Military, and are using them for the Banksters’ hidden agendas. Be careful because
you are now kicking a very large and dangerous hornet’s nest. If you really want to start
a New American Civil War, and persist in this endeavor you should carefully consider
the possible outcomes. Perhaps you will likely be starting a NEW AMERICAN
REVOLUTION instead. And you may lose this one again too because the AMERICAN
SPIRIT lives. It is now waking up and growing stronger every day. And it’s coming on
like a speeding freight train!

